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1. Four conditions of water and their states are listed in the table below. Follow the 

steps below to identify their locations in the P-v and T-v diagrams. (20%) 

Point Temperature, pressure and State 
specific volume 

1 20 °C, 500 kPa, 0.001002 m3/kg Compressed liquid 
2 152 °C, 500 kPa, 0.2 m3/kg Mixture of liquid & vapor; quality of 

0.53 
3 200 °C, 1400 kPa, 0.14302 m3/kg Superheated vapor 
4 300 °C, 8581 kPa, 0.01762 m3/kg Mixture of liquid & vapor; quality of 

0.8 

• Step 1 : Sketch the saturated liquid line, saturated vapor line and critical point in a 

pressure-specific volume (P-v) diagram and a temperature-specific volume (T-v) 

diagram. ( 6 pts) 

• Step 2: Sketch the constant-temperature phase change process at 20,152,200 and 

300 °C in the P-v diagram. (4 pts) 

• Step 3: Sketch the constant-pressure phase change process at 500, 1400 and 8518 

kPa in the T-v diagram. (3 pts) 

• Step 4: Locate the four points in the P-v and T-v diagrams. (7 pts) 

p T 

V 

2. A steam engine is driven by saturated vapor at high pressure (Ph) and discharges 

saturated vapor to surrounding. The saturated vapor comes from a boiler tank with 

a volume ofV. If the boiler initially stores atmospheric liquid water with a specific 

volume of Vtiquid and then heated up with a closed pressure regulator until the tank 

pressure reaches Ph. At the vapor pressure of Ph, the pressure regulator opens. 

Eventually, the boiler tank has only vapor left over with a specific volume of Vvapor 

at Ph. The time taken for the boiler to evaporate all the liquid is I.it. There is no 
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significant heat loss observed from the turbine housing and boiler tank. Answer 

the following questions to analyze the thermodynamic process in the steam engine. 

(20%) 

w 
~ 

Q2-l. Simplifying the mass flow rate balance equation (min - rhout) = 11msysteml 

dt for the discharging process in the boiler tank. ( 4 pts) 

Q2-2. Following Q2-l, derive the equation that estimates the mass of vapor leaving 

the boiler tank in the discharging process in terms of the specific volumes of 

the working fluid and volume of the boiler tank. ( 4 pts) 

Q2-3. Now, let us take the control volume of the tank boiler and apply the·first law of 

thermodynamics for transient processes listed below: 

1(22 - 1 W 2 + L rhinhin - L rhouthout = rh2(U2 + ¼ vz2 + gZz)- rh1(U1 + 
1 2 ) 2V1 + gZ1 

Subscripts 1 and 2 are states; subscripts in and out are inlet and outlet, 

respectively. Show how you simplify the first law above and derive an 

equation to estimate the total heat transfer rate needed for the boiling process. 

(4 pts) 

Q2-4. In your simplified equation in Q2-3, what are the unknown thermodynamic 

properties that need to be looked up in thermodynamic tables? ( 4 pts) 

Q2-5. Now, you take a control volume of the turbine under the steady-flow condition 

and apply the I st law of thermodynamics for steady-state processes listed 

below: 

Q - w = Lout rh ( h + ¼ V 2 + gZ) - Lin rh (h + ¼ V2 + gZ) 
How do you simplify the equation above to estimate the power produced from 

the turbine? In your simplified equation, what is/are the unknown 

thermodynamic property(ies) that has or have not yet shown in the previous 

questions and need to be looked up in thermodynamic tables? ( 4 pts) 

3. A small air compressor driven by a turbine in a turbocharger is used for car 

engines (shown below). This compressor takes in air at 20 °C with a mass flow 
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rate of 0.1 kg/s and compresses air to 200 °C. The heat loss from the air 

compressor is negligible. Following the questions below, you are now asked to 

analyze the compressor using the 2nd law of thermodynamics. (30%) 

p 

Pat the 
Outlet -

I atm 

Air outlet 
(to engine) 

Air inlet 
\; Cpmpressor wheel 

,t~ 

Exhaust inlet (from engine) 
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Q3-1. Draw the ideal (reversible & adiabatic) flow process in the pressure-specific 

volume (P-v) diagram and temperature-entropy (T-s) diagram above. (5 pts) 

Q3-2. Draw the actual flow process in the P-v diagram and T-s diagram above. (5 pts) 

Q3-3. The first law of thermodynamics for transient processes is listed below: 

Q net,in - W net,out + L, rhihtot i - L, rh0 htot O = rhz(Uz + ½ Vz2 + gZz) 

- rh1(u1 +½Vl + gZ1) . 

Subscripts 1 and 2 are states; subscripts i and o are inlet and outlet, respectively. 

Please make the assumptions to simplify the equation that can calculate power 

needed to drive the compressor, where the air flow is steady-state. Hint: dh = 
cpdT; For simplicity, take Cp = 1.00 kJ/kg-K, Cv = 0.718 kJ/kg-K for air at 

300 K. (5 pts) 
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Q3-4. The rate of entropy change within the control volume during a process is equal 

to the sum of the rate of entropy transfer through the control volume boundary 

by heat transfer (L Qk/Tk), the net rate of entropy transfer into the control 

volume by mass flow (L rhisi - L rhese), and the rate of entropy generation 

(Sgen) within the boundaries of the control volume as a result ofirreversibilities. 

The entropy balance relation can be written as: 

L Qk + L rhisi - L rhese + Sgen = (S2 - S1)cvfdt, 
Tk 

where any process (A to B) of the entropy change of ideal gases can be 

approximated with constant specific heats: ds = Cv,avg In(T8 /TA) + 
R In(v8 fvA). Write down the assumptions to simplify the equation above 

and derive the isentropic equation that allows you to analyze the relationship 

between the temperature and pressure of the compressed air (5 pts): 

Tes~ 
Pe = Pi (-)k-1 

Ti 

Q3-5. The polytropic equation listed in Q3-4 allows you to determine the real pressure 

of the compressed air (Pe). However, Tes, the ideal temperature of the 

compressed air, is unknown. Note that Tes can be determined by the ideal 

power driving the compressor. Now, you are told that the isentropic (polytropic) 

efficiency of the compressor is 70%. Accordingly, show your procedure to 

calculate Tes and the Pe. (5pts) 

Q3-6. Explain why the isentropic (polytropic) efficiency of the compressor is not 

100%. (5 pts) 

4. Refrigerators that produce refrigeration are used in our daily life. A household 

refrigerator and its components are shown in the image below (left). Answer the 

questions below. (15%) 

Q4-1. Please indicate the components for their corresponding processes, 1 ~ 2, 2 ~ 

3, 3 ~ 4 and 4 ~ 1, in the actual cycle of refrigeration in the T-s diagram 

below (right). (5 pts) 

Q4-2. Write down the equation to calculate the coefficient of performance (COP). 

(5pts), 

Q4-3. What thermodynamic properties do you need to determine for the equation of 

COP? (5pts) 
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Source: Thermodynamics-An Engineering Approach by Cengel & Boles 

s 

5. A combustion chamber consumes ethanol (C2HsOH) with air in a steady-flow 

process. Answer the questions below: (15%) 

Combustion 
Chamber 
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Q5--'l. Balance mole coefficients in the global reaction for 1 kmol of fuel with air at a 

stoichiometric condition where products yields include carbon dioxide, water, 

nitrogen. ( 4 pts) 

Q5-2. Considering 120% theoretical air in the reaction, redo the balance for the mole 

coefficients. Hint: the products terms need to be revised for the lean-burn 

combustion. ( 4 pts) 

Q5-3. Calculate the air-fuel ratios in terms of mass for the conditions in Q5-2. Hint: 

mole times molecular weight is mass. ( 4 pts) 

Q5-4. The reactants enter the combustion chamber at the low temperature T1, and 

products exist at high temperature Th. The equation for heat of combustion is 

calculated by Qcv = (H8 + !).Hp) - (H2 + !).HR) . Explain the difference 

between two enthalpy terms in one of the two parentheses on the right-hand 

side of the equation. (3 pts) 


